TOUR CONDITIONS
Tour Cost is PER PERSON IN BRUNEI DOLLARS
DEPOSIT
A non-refundable deposit of $500 is required at time of booking to be
paid at the Parish Office
PAYMENT
Full payment is due 8 weeks before departure date . This can be paid at
the Parish Office
SINGLE SUPPLEMENT – B$980
The single supplement price must be paid when a person is travelling
alone, either by choice or circumstances.

CANCELLATION FEE AND REFUND
The following cancellation fees will imposed :
101 days & above prior to
departure

BN $500.00

35-100 days prior to departure 50% of tour fare
14- 34 days & below prior to
departure

100% of tour fare

There will be no refund for unused air tickets, meals
and sightseeing tours not taken or accommodation not
used either in part or full.
TIPS
It is customary to tip the tour guides and driver who have escorted you
on your tour. These are included in the tour cost but you are free to tip
again if you wish.
BAGGAGE
Only one suitcase not exceeding 20 kilograms per passenger is allowed.
SMOKING AND ALCOHOL
In respect to all passengers on board, smoking and consumption of
alcohol is not permitted inside the coach so as to ensure maximum
comfort to all concerned. Frequent stops will be made and will provide
an ideal opportunity to smoke if needed.
EXTENSION OF STAY
It is the passengers' responsibility to ensure that they hold confirmed
booking for their return flight. Confirmed booking should be made prior
to commencement of the tour. There may be airline-surcharges for the
extension. Transfer to the airport will not be provided.
VALIDITY
The published prices are valid at the time of printing. All tour prices
quoted in this brochure are subject to change without notice, arising
from currency fluctuations, increase in fares and local taxes.
CANCELLATION
We reserve the right to cancel any tour prior to departure for any reason,
including insufficient number of participants. Should this happen, the
entire payment will be refunded to you without further obligation on our
part.
RIGHT TO REJECT
The organizer reserves the right to require any individual to withdraw
from any tour, decline to accept, and/or retain any person as a member
of a tour, if it is deemed his/her act or conduct is or will be detrimental
to or incompatible with the interest, harmony, welfare, safety or comfort
of the other participants and the tour as a whole.

The organizer reserves the right to cancel this reservation if for
any other reason, any country, carrier, hotel or other contractors
refuse to allow the participant to participate in the tours. In any of
the foregoing events, the organizer will be under no further legal,
financial, and moral obligations or liability, nor compelled to
provide any explanation in this regard.
AIR TICKETS
The special air ticket issued is restricted to the respective Airlines
only. It is non-negotiable, non-endorsable, non- refundable, nonreissuable and non-reroutable. Any alteration on the routing or
date of travel is at the passenger's sole risk. It is also the
passenger's sole responsibility to ensure that his/her air ticket is
confirmed and re-confirmed for all respective flight sectors. The
company and/or its associated agents shall not be held responsible
for any inconvenience caused and extra expenses incurred.
TOUR CONDITIONS
All arrangements for the provision of transport accommodation
and other services are made through appointed agents only. All
exchange orders, receipts, contracts and tickets issued by the are
issued subject to any and all tariffs, terms and conditions under
which accommodation, transportation or any other services
whatsoever are provided by such hotels, airlines, bus companies,
railroads, steam-ship lines or owners or contractors, and by the
acceptance of such exchange orders, receipts, contracts and
tickets, the tour member agrees to the foregoing. The organizer
nor any person or agent assisting or collaborating with it is liable
for any loss, injury, accident, damage or delay which may occur
during a tour or holiday. Every person participating in any tour or
shall be regarded in every respect as carrying his own risk with
respect to loss or injury to person or property. The organizer does
not accept responsibility for losses or expenses due to delay,
sickness, weather, strikes, war, quarantine or other causes, such
losses and expenses being the responsibility of the traveller. The
organizer reserves the right to alter routes, timetables, itineraries
and accommodation if this is necessary or in the case of force
majeure. Programmes, tour prices, services and conditions are
based on the situation applicable at the time of printing this
brochure.
TRAVEL DOCUMENTS AND VISAS
It is the responsibility of each passenger to ensure they have a
valid International Passport with a minimum 6 months validity
from the date of departure, and the necessary visas required to
facilitate entry into the respective countries. The passport must be
in good order and have at least 6 free pages. The organizer cannot
be held responsible or liable for any expenses, reimbursement or
refund of tour prices if any passenger is refused entry by any
country on the tour for whatever reason, including non-possession
and/or non-acceptance of the necessary visas.
COVID RESTRICTIONS
All passengers are required to have travel insurance that covers
any necessary arrangements and expense related to COVID. All
elements in the itinerary including restaurants and attractions are
included on the basis that they are open. Unfortunately, this
cannot be guaranteed at this time and will be subject to changes
in view of COVID restriction that may be applied without any
notice. In the circumstances that any tours member contracts
COVID, local regulations will apply and have to be conformed
with.

ALL PASSENGERS ARE DEEMED TO
HAVE
READ,
UNDERSTOOD AND
ACCEPTED THE ABOVE CONDITIONS

